Security Solutions

Keeping your infrastructure secure and protected against cyberthreats is a complex and constantly
evolving undertaking. If you have a small IT team, or if you have multiple locations, it can be
challenging to keep up with all the upgrades, patches, and troubleshooting—let alone alerts and
mitigation—and still have time left over for all your other responsibilities. Let BCM One secure your
infrastructure and proactively detect and respond to cyberattacks, so you can focus on strategic
business initiatives.

Your infrastructure, secured by BCM One.
Unified Threat Management (UTM) Firewall Service
Your firewall is your first line of defense—but only when it’s correctly configured, kept up to date and
patched, and continually monitored in compliance with regulatory standards. Our firewall services
include critical security capabilities such as antivirus/phishing, IDS/IPS, VPN, and content filtering.
Managed WiFi
Employees and customers expect WiFi to be fast and secure. Our secure managed WiFi service
ensures access to reliable, scalable, and secure wireless internet—and provides visibility into your
network users, their devices, and their applications. The service includes identity-based firewall to
segment your network and enforce policies for different classes of users, application visibility and
control, mobility support, RF optimizations, Bluetooth-enabled beacon and other active customer
engagement applications, and location analytics and mobile engagement metrics.

BCM One’s Security
Solutions:
• Secure your infrastructure
with compliant services
• Bring cybersecurity
expertise and technical
know-how to act as an
extension of your team
• Leverage cloud-based
solutions that are
implemented and updated
remotely
• Provide access to ongoing,
easy-to-understand reports

Managed Switching
We isolate the data traffic based on groups—such as users, guests, backups, management, and
servers—to not only give you a better way to control data traffic, but also provide strong protection for
the whole network.
Managed Detection and Response
We provide active threat monitoring for compliance and infrastructure management—which includes
collecting, aggregating, and normalizing log data from servers, endpoints, applications, and security
devices—keeping vigilant watch over the security of your IT environment. We define, implement, and
update security rules; run targeted threat-hunting sequences to trace anomalies; examine alerts to
separate true concerns from false positives; and address and appropriately escalate any threats in
real time.
Secure and Redundant Connectivity for Point-of-Sale Applications
Keep critical PoS applications and devices up and running with isolation, security, and redundancy.
This secure, PCI-compliant solution protects standalone payment terminals, applies security policies for
broadband and cellular connectivity, eliminates manual backup processes and lost sales, and reduces
excess dial lines and slow connections.
PCI 1-2-3
If you process, store, or transmit credit card data, you must comply with PCI DSS. Our PCI 1-2-3
solution is a powerful online tool that provides a suite of services to analyze, remediate, and validate
PCI compliance, including a self-assessment questionnaire, external vulnerability scans with detailed
instructions for correcting any identified problems, a set of custom security policy templates, ondemand security training, and more.
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